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SUMMARY
The skin transmits affective signals that integrate into our social vocabulary. As the socio-affective aspects of
touch are likely processed in the amygdala, we compare neural responses to social grooming and gentle
airflow recorded from the amygdala and the primary somatosensory cortex of non-human primates. Neurons
in the somatosensory cortex respond to both types of tactile stimuli. In the amygdala, however, neurons do
not respond to individual grooming sweeps even though grooming elicits autonomic states indicative of pos-
itive affect. Instead, many show changes in baseline firing rates that persist throughout the grooming bout.
Such baseline fluctuations are attributed to social context because the presence of the groomer alone can
account for the observed changes in baseline activity. It appears, therefore, that during grooming, the amyg-
dala stops responding to external inputs on a short timescale but remains responsive to social context (or the
associated affective states) on longer time scales.
INTRODUCTION

Gentle touch from a bonded social partner contributes to

positive affect and social well-being.1 In infancy, touch-

mediated parental care stimulates brain development,2–4

shapes the future stress-resilience of the individual,5,6 and

lays the foundations of healthy autonomic and emotional regu-

lation.7–9 As the Romanian orphanages of the 1980s sadly

demonstrated, touch deprivation in children causes irrevers-

ible emotional and social-cognitive deficits.10–12 Even after in-

fancy and childhood, communication through touch remains

fully integrated into our social vocabulary, allowing us to

understand a rich variety of emotional signals through the

skin.1,13 In humans and non-human primates, socially appro-

priate affective touch between adults builds long-lasting, trust-

ing bonds.14–16

Grooming inmacaques is the equivalent of social and affective

touch in humans. Beyond its hygienic role, grooming maintains

the social homeostasis of hierarchical societies17–19 and benefits

both the groomer and the recipient. The groomer builds alliances

and gains coalition support, tolerance at feeding sites, infant

handling, and even a potential rise in the hierarchy.14,20,21 The

recipient attains a physiological state marked by muscle

relaxation, reduced anxiety and vigilance, enhanced vagal

tone, and the release of oxytocin and endorphins that counter

the effects of circulating glucocorticoids induced by previous

stressors.22–25 Similar physiological benefits have been docu-

mented in humans who receive affective touch from bonded
C
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partners,5,6,26–28 and in macaques who are groomed by trusted

human caregivers.24,29 These observations led to the prediction

that neurons in the amygdala would respond differentially to

grooming and to innocuous tactile stimuli delivered to the

same areas of the skin.

Electrophysiological studies in macaques have shown that the

amygdala responds robustly to somatosensory stimulation,30–32

although often integrated with other sensory modalities, task

variables, actions required, and even abstract features such as

behavioral context.33 This is likely a consequence of conver-

gence of multiple circuits in the amygdala that process sensory,

affective, social, and autonomic signals.34–36 By virtue of its

connections, the amygdala is in an ideal position to extract the

affective significance of tactile stimuli and to enlist autonomic ef-

fectors to generate the corresponding physiological states.37

Indeed, the human amygdala is activated by pleasant touch.38–40

The magnitude of this activation depends not only on the me-

chanical properties of the stimuli, the activation of C-tactile affer-

ents,41 but also on the body part touched and the relationship

between the recipient and the deliverer of tactile stimulation.40

Affective touch also enhances the functional connectivity of the

amygdala with several other cortical areas, including the subdi-

vision of medial prefrontal cortex42,43 involved in affective and

social processes.44

Given the responsivity of the amygdala to tactile stimulation

and its processing bias for stimuli with affective significance,

we asked whether neurons in the amygdala would respond

differentially to grooming and to an innocuous tactile stimulus.
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Figure 1. Experimental design

(A) Two areas of the face that received grooming sweeps.

(B) Ten areas of the face that received airflow stimuli. One nozzle (pale blue

disk) served as sham.

(C) Example set of alternating blocks of airflow and grooming stimulation, with

block type indicated by horizontal blue and purple bars, respectively. Thin

vertical lines of different color indicate the sequence of stimulation sites, color-

coded according to the locations shown in (A) and (B).

(D) Example recording sites in the amygdala (left) and SI (right). The V-probe

line drawing shows that the 32 contacts spanned the �6 mm of the vertical

axis of the monkey amygdala.
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Specifically, we compared the tactile responses elicited by

gentle airflow with responses elicited by grooming-like finger

sweeps delivered by a trusted human trainer. We also recorded

responses to these two forms of tactile stimuli at an early cortical

processing stage in the primary somatosensory cortex (SI, Brod-

mann’s area 3b45). Airflow elicited robust responses from both

areas. Surprisingly, however, episodic responses to grooming

in the amygdala were absent. Furthermore, under different social

contexts accompanied by disparate autonomic states, long-

lasting modulation of baseline activity in the amygdala was

observed. This suggests that the amygdala switches into

different modes of sensory processing depending on the social

situation. The transmutation of sensing to feeling, therefore,

may not only depend on the type of skin mechanoreceptors acti-

vated by touch,1 but also on the instantiation of social context by

the amygdala.
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RESULTS

A naturalistic design to compare neural responses
elicited by affective and neutral touch
Grooming-like tactile stimuli were delivered to each subject by a

trusted human trainer who emulated the natural groomingmove-

ments in monkeys through gentle, repeated sweeps of the index

finger across different regions of the face (Figure 1A). These

grooming-like stimuli were applied primarily to two face regions,

the upper muzzle and the brow contralateral to the recording

electrodes. The trainer delivered 10 repeated sweeps (each

sweep �1 s in duration) to the same location on the face before

moving to a different face location, approximating the pattern of

natural grooming.

The grooming sweeps were contrasted to gentle, non-startling

airflow (1 s duration) delivered through a set of adjustable noz-

zles directed to 10 distinct regions of the face plus a sham airflow

directed away from the face (Figure 1B). Our previous work

showed that neurons in the amygdala that respond to tactile

stimulation of the face have broad receptive fields, sometimes

bilateral or ipsilateral to the recorded amygdala.31,32 This

arrangement of nozzles ensured reasonable coverage of the

face and seemed likely to elicit tactile responses in a subset of

recorded neurons. During airflow stimulation, the monkey sat

alone in the recording booth. For practical purposes, only two

of the 10 areas that received airflow were groomed.

Blocks of grooming alternated with blocks of airflow (Fig-

ure 1C). For grooming blocks, 10 grooming sweeps were

repeated five times for each face area, with a duration of

�10 min. For airflow blocks, stimuli were delivered through the

11 nozzles in a random sequence and were repeated 10 times

within a block. The total duration of an airflow block was about

12 min. Although the pattern of airflow blocks interspersed

with grooming was generally upheld, the sequence and order

of blocks was altered in about one-third of the sessions to

accommodate various controls.

We used two 32-channel V-probes to record neural responses

to the two types of tactile stimuli in area 3b of the primary so-

matosensory cortex (SI) and from the amygdala simultaneously.

Of the 315 neurons recorded in SI, 269 responded to at least one

tactile stimulus. Of the 615 neurons recorded in the amygdala

that had an average firing rate >1 Hz and were stable for a suffi-

cient number of trials to assess stimulus responsiveness (see

STAR Methods), 333 responded to a tactile stimulus. As ex-

pected, neurons in SI responded differentially to the two types

of stimuli and showed spatial selectivity. In SI, responses to

airflow exhibited a strong transient component at the onset of

the stimulus followed by a weaker, sustained component that

lasted for the duration of the stimulus (example neuron, Fig-

ure 2A). On the other hand, responses to grooming exhibited a

gradual increase and decrease in firing rate (Figure 2B), tracking

the time course of pressure applied by the finger (see Figure 3A).

While none of the SI neurons responded to the sham stimulus

(airflow nozzle directed away from the monkey), 94 of the 333

tactile-responsive amygdala neurons did respond to the sham.

This was not surprising because a large proportion of neurons

in the amygdala are multisensory and might have responded to

the auditory component of the airflow.31
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Figure 2. Responses to airflow and grooming stimuli in SI and the amygdala

(A and B) Example SI neuron that responded to both airflow (A) and grooming (B) stimuli. Raster plots (top) and spike density function ± SEM (bottom) for stimuli

targeting the left upper muzzle, aligned to airflow or grooming sweep onset.

(C and D) Example amygdala neuron that responded only to airflow stimuli.

(E and F) Population raster of tactile-responsive neurons in the amygdala depicting the mean activity relative to baseline, aligned to airflow (E) or grooming stimuli

(F). Neurons responding only to airflow (n = 311, top) are sorted by the strength of their airflow response. Neurons with grooming responses (n = 22, bottom) are

sorted by the strength of their grooming response.

(G and H) The relative proportion of tactile-responsive neurons recorded from the amygdala (G) and SI (H), with airflow-only responses (blue), grooming-only

(purple), and both (checkered).
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Suppression of neural responses to individual grooming
sweeps in the amygdala
Compared with neurons in SI, neurons in the amygdala ex-

hibited a different pattern of responses to tactile stimuli. As

shown in Figure 2C, the example amygdala neuron exhibited

a strong transient at airflow onset, which was followed by a

weaker, uneven response. Surprisingly, however, grooming

stimuli applied to the same region of the face failed to evoke

a response in this neuron (Figure 2D). This pattern of respon-

sivity to airflow (Figure 2E) but not to grooming (Figure 2F) was

observed in most amygdala neurons. Indeed, most of these

neurons responded exclusively to airflow (311 of 333, 93%)

(Figure 2G), and only a small fraction (4 of 333, 1.2%) were

exclusively activated by grooming. This outcome was at
odds with our expectation that in the tactile domain, as in

the visual domain, neurons in the amygdala would show

strong responses to the stimuli with high social and affective

significance. In comparison, most (53%) of the 269 tactile-

responsive neurons in SI responded to both grooming and

airflow (Figure 2H). Because of well-delineated and small

receptive fields in the face region of area 3B in SI,46 slight dif-

ferences in the locations of airflow and grooming stimuli may

partially account for the lower percentage than expected of

neurons responding to both types of tactile stimuli. About

23% of neurons responded exclusively to airflow and another

24% to grooming sweeps applied to the face. Overall, 77% of

tactile-responsive neurons in SI responded to grooming, while

only 7% did so in the amygdala.
Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023 3
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Control experiments
To establish that the observed difference between SI and the

amygdala in response to grooming was not explained solely by

differences in the mechanical properties of stimuli or other fea-

tures of experimental design, we carried out five control experi-

ments (Figure 3).

First, we tested whether suppressed responses to grooming

were due to inadequate stimulus pressure. To do this, we

measured neural responses in the amygdala and SI to grooming

stimuli that were approximately doubled and halved in magni-

tude compared with the standard grooming pressures (Fig-

ure 3A). While SI neurons were clearly modulated by grooming

magnitude, only 1 of 18 amygdala neurons recorded in these ex-

periments responded to grooming at any pressure.

Second, the visual component of receiving grooming (i.e., the

hand and finger of the experimenter looming toward the groom

sites on the monkey’s face) might have led to differential re-

sponses in the amygdala to the two forms of tactile stimuli. To

control for this factor, we compared responses to grooming

with and without blindfolding the animal. As shown in the

example neuron in Figure 3B, blindfolding did not alter its re-

sponses to airflow or grooming stimuli. Collectively, blindfolding

had no effect on number of neurons in the amygdala responsive

to airflow or grooming stimuli (chi-square p = 0.99, n = 40).

Third, we explored the possibility that reward contingencies

used in the original experiments might have contributed to the

observed results. In the initial design, reward was delivered after

each sequence of 11 airflow stimuli. During grooming blocks,

however, the animal received reward only after the block was

completed. This led to substantially different intervals of time

between rewards that could have altered the animal’s reward ex-

pectations and potentially altered responsiveness in the amyg-

dala. Therefore, we inverted the reward scheme by providing

reward after each set of grooming stimuli and provided reward

only at the end of airflow blocks. This change had no effect on

the observed neural responses in the amygdala (Figure 3C).

Overall, there was no change in the proportion of amygdala neu-

rons responsive to grooming or airflow with alteration in reward

contingencies (chi-square p = 0.7, n = 40).

Fourth, we varied the predictability of stimuli, either delivering

them randomly or in a particular sequence. In the standard pro-

tocol, airflow stimuli were delivered to 10 different areas of the

face in an unpredictable random sequence while grooming

sweeps were delivered to two locations, 10 consecutive times

at each location. This grooming protocol, therefore, was predict-

able, perhaps increasing the likelihood of habituation and poten-

tially reducing error prediction. For these control experiments,

the pattern of delivery was reversed: airflow stimuli were deliv-

ered to the same two locations in groups of 10 sequential stimuli

(as was done for standard grooming sweeps), whereas grooming

sweeps were delivered to 10 different locations in a random

sequence (as done for standard airflow stimuli). The time be-

tween repeated airflow stimuli was precisely 3 s, enhancing their

predictability, whereas the timing between grooming stimuli was

made variable, augmenting their unpredictability. These alter-

ations in the sequencing and the predictability of stimuli did

not change the responsiveness of amygdala neurons to airflow

or to grooming (Figure 3D, airflow chi-square p = 0.2, n = 36;
4 Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023
no neurons responded to grooming with either predictable or un-

predictable stimuli).

And fifth, we asked whether the presence of the groomer

(rather than grooming per se) led to suppressed neural re-

sponses. For these experiments, the groomer was present in

the recording booth during blocks of trials involving airflow

stimuli. We did not find a difference in the responsiveness of

amygdala neurons to airflow, whether the groomer was present

or absent during airflow blocks (Figure 3E, chi-square test p =

0.99, n = 54).

Across the 188 amygdala neurons tested in all five controls, we

did not observe systematic changes in the proportion or in the

strength of responses to tactile stimuli (Figure S1). The results

of these control experiments suggest that the suppression of

grooming responses in the amygdala was not a consequence

of the above five specific features of the experimental design.

Sustained changes in the baseline activity may transmit
information about social context
While carrying out these experiments, we observed that the

baseline firing rates appeared different in the airflow and groom-

ing blocks in some neurons. For example, the baseline firing rate

of the neuron shown in Figure 2Dwas higher before the grooming

stimulus was applied (�10 Hz) than before the airflow stimulus

was applied (�2 Hz, Figure 2C). We therefore examined changes

in baseline activity (binned into 1-s epochs) of each neuron for

each recording session by concatenating segments of baseline

activity that fell between stimuli (excluding 300ms before and af-

ter stimulus delivery). For this analysis, we used only a subset of

237 neurons that showed stable firing rates across four consec-

utive blocks alternating between airflow and grooming.

To determine whether individual neurons exhibited systematic

shifts in baseline firing rates, we calculated the effect size (Co-

hen’s ds: difference in mean baseline firing rates divided by the

pooled standard deviation47) across airflow and grooming

blocks. We used this approach, rather than standard statistical

inference testing (e.g., t tests), because of the high probability

of false positives when using large sample sizes,48–51 as we

had many 1-s samples distributed over sessions often lasting

an hour or longer. Furthermore, to help ensure that detected

changes were not due, for example, to progressive changes in

baseline over the course of an experiment, we also calculated

the effect sizes across blocks of the same condition (i.e., airflow

block 1 vs. airflow block 2 and grooming block 1 vs. grooming

block 2). For a neuron to be considered as showing context-

related changes in baseline firing rate, the grooming-to-airflow

effect size needed to exceed the standard minimum of 0.252

and be 1.5 times greater than the largest effect size of the within

condition measures (see Figure S2).

Under these criteria, 60 neurons were identified as showing

clear context-related baseline activity. Of these 60, 40 had base-

line firing rates greater during grooming than during airflow (Fig-

ure 4A), whereas 20 had baseline firing rates greater during

airflow than grooming (Figure 4C). Collectively, these 60 cells

had a median grooming-to-airflow ds = 0.49 (min = 0.2, max =

1.9). Figure 4D shows an example neuron that increased its

baseline firing rate during both grooming blocks and remained

at a lower level during both airflow blocks. Conversely, Figure 4H
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Figure 3. Responses of individual neurons from control ex-

periments

See also Figure S1.

(A) Responses of example neurons to altered grooming for higher

(twice standard, left panels), standard (center panels), and lower (half

standard, right panels) pressures. Top panels show mean contact

pressure ± SEM. Middle panels show the activity of an example

responsive SI neuron. Bottom panels show activity of an example non-

responsive amygdala neuron. Raster plots (above) and spike density

functions ± SEM (below) are aligned to grooming sweeps targeting the

left upper muzzle.

(B) Responses of an example amygdala neuron to airflow (top) and

grooming (below) without (left) and with blindfold (right).

(C) Responses of an example amygdala neuron to altered reward

contingencies. Reward after each set (left) is the standard protocol for

airflow. Reward after each block (right) is the standard protocol for

grooming. Responses to airflow (top) and grooming (below).

(D) Responses of an example amygdala neuron to altering the

sequence of airflow (top) and grooming stimuli (below). Random

sequence (left) is the standard protocol for airflow. Repeated stimuli

(right) is the standard protocol for grooming.

(E) Responses of an example neuron to airflow when the groomer was

absent (top) and present (bottom).
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Figure 4. Context-related modulation of baseline firing rates

See also Figure S2.

(A) Baseline firing rates of 40 neurons identified as exhibiting context-related baseline activities for which baseline firing rate was greater during grooming than

airflow. Firing rates (1-s bins) are represented as a Z score. Bins were uniformly sampled throughout the block (e.g., if a block was 600 s in duration, then every

10th bin was selected for plotting). Neurons are sorted from smallest to largest effect size for the grooming-airflow comparison.

(B) The set of 177 neurons that did not pass the criteria for exhibiting context-related activity in baseline firing. Neurons are sorted from those having the most

negative effect size (i.e., airflow > grooming) to those having the greatest positive effect size (i.e., grooming > airflow).

(C) The set of 20 neurons identified as exhibiting context-related baseline activities for which baseline firing rate was greater during airflow than grooming.

(D) Example neuron with elevated baseline firing rate during grooming relative to airflow (effect size ds = 1.85). Firing rates smoothed with a 10-s Gaussian filter.

Blue and purple lines indicate periods of airflow and grooming, respectively. Arrow indicates position in the raster in (A)–(C).

(E) Example neuron that did not pass the criteria as showing context-related activity. Nevertheless, baseline firing rate was higher during grooming comparedwith

airflow (ds = 0.56).

(F) Example neuron with minimal modulation in baseline firing rate across airflow and grooming blocks (ds = �0.03).

(G) Example neuron that failed to meet the criteria as having context-related baseline activity, although it possessed greater firing rate during airflow compared

with baseline (ds = �0.55).

(H) Example neuron with clearly elevated baseline firing rate during airflow compared with grooming (ds = �0.99).
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shows an example neuron that decreased its baseline firing rate

during both grooming blocks and remained at higher levels dur-

ing both airflow blocks. A total of 177 neurons (Figure 4B) did not

fulfill the criteria for context-related activity in their baseline firing

rates, although many of these neurons showed similar pattern

activity to the neurons shown in Figure 4D. For example, the

neuron shown in Figure 4E had higher baseline rates during

grooming compared with airflow but failed our strict criteria, pri-

marily because of systematic variation in baseline firing rates

across the two grooming blocks. Figure 4F depicts a neuron

with little systematic variation in baseline across different blocks.

The neuron shown in Figure 4G had higher baseline rates during

airflow than grooming but also failed the criteria because ofmod-

ulation in baseline rates across the first two airflow blocks.

Collectively, �25% of the recorded neurons in the amygdala ex-
6 Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023
hibited baseline activities that seemed to be influenced by

context.

To explore whether such context-related activity might reflect

the differences in the social component of the two testing situa-

tions, we carried out additional experiments. We recorded 54

neurons while the groomer simply sat quietly in the recording

booth during presentation of airflow stimuli. We compared the

baseline activities of the neurons when the groomer was present

and absent during airflow stimuli. When the groomer was pre-

sent, baseline activity showed small but significant changes

compared with airflow blocks without the groomer. Cells that

showed increased baseline firing rates during grooming

increased their baseline firing rate when the groomer was pre-

sent during the airflow blocks (white bar in Figure 5A) (mean

increase ±SD, 0.48 ± 0.14 Hz increase, n = 29 cells, paired
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Figure 5. Effect of groomer presence on baseline firing rate

(A) Average baseline firing rate of 29 neurons with enhanced rates during

grooming relative to airflow across three conditions: standard airflow with the

groomer absent (blue bar), airflow blocks with the groomer present (white bar),

and standard grooming blocks (purple bar). *p < 0.01, **p < 0.001.

(B) Average baseline firing rate of 26 neurons with decreased baseline rates

during grooming relative to airflow, across the same three conditions.
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t test p < 0.001). Likewise, for cells that that showed decreased

baseline firing rates during grooming, the presence of the

groomer reduced baseline firing rate during airflow (Figure 5B)

(mean decrease = 0.64 ± 0.2 Hz, n = 25 cells, p < 0.01).

Even though the presence of the groomer was sufficient to

partially induce these changes, grooming further enhanced or

decreased the baseline firing rates of these neurons relative to

the airflow blocks (Figure 5A, 0.84 ± 0.24 Hz increase relative

to airflow with groomer present, t test p < 0.01; Figure 5B,

0.44 ± 0.20 Hz, p < 0.01). This pattern of gradual shift suggests

that the presence of the groomer and overt grooming stimuli

might be additive in representing social context.

To explore more systematically the putative context represen-

tation through baseline firing rates, we determined whether a

linear classifier (a support vector machine [SVM]) could accu-

rately decode context from the baseline firing rates of amygdala

neurons. We first determined the performance of the SVM for

each of the 237 neurons using 10-fold cross-validation on 1-s

bins of baseline firing rates (Figure 6A). We found that the base-

line activity of 127 individual neurons were predictive of context.

For each of these neurons, the classifier correctly assignedmore

time bins to airflow or grooming blocks than would be expected

by chance (i.e., the mean performance across folds was greater

than the 95% confidence interval of the null distribution

computed for each neuron, gray shading in Figure 6A).
Figure 6B shows the performance of the SVM classifier for

each of the 237 neurons plotted as a function of the difference

in baseline firing rates (normalized as Z scores) between

grooming and airflow blocks. The correlation between these

variables was strong for cases where the difference in baseline

firing rates was negative (Pearson correlation rho = �0.96,

p < 0.001) and where the difference was positive (Pearson cor-

relation rho = 0.96, p < 0.001). Furthermore, there was consid-

erable overlap in neurons identified as exhibiting context-

related baseline activity through SVM and those identified using

the effect size criteria described above (Figure 6B, red dots, n =

52 cells). An additional 75 cells (Figure 6B, black dots) were

identified has having significant SVM accuracy but did not

pass the stringent effect size criteria. Only eight cells passed

the effect size criteria but were not identified as having signifi-

cant prediction accuracy based on the SVM (Figure 6B, blue

dots). Finally, 102 cells (Figure 6B, gray dots) showed no signif-

icant context-related activity when assessed using the SVM or

using the effect size criteria.

Next, we determined the minimum number of randomly cho-

sen neurons required for the accurate decoding of context. For

increasing counts of neurons from 1 to 237, we generated

10,000 randomly chosen sets of baseline firing-rate values and

determined the mean performance of the classifier (Figure 6C).

We found that a set of 134 neurons (blue vertical line in Figure 6C)

was necessary to yield correct classification of context above

95% accuracy (red horizontal line in Figure 6C). The strong per-

formance of the SVM was replicated in a principal-component

analysis (Figure S3).

Grooming and airflow stimuli elicit different autonomic
states
We examined heart rate and heart rate spectral features in three

monkeys to characterize their autonomic state during alternating

blocks of grooming and airflow stimuli. Figure 7A shows an

example recording of heart rate and the heart rate spectrogram

over a 65-min session. In this session, heart rate was lower dur-

ing grooming (mean ± SD, 90 ± 10 beats per minute [BPM]) than

during airflow (101 ± 15 BPM, t test p < 0.001). In addition, during

grooming, we observed pronounced oscillations in the instanta-

neous heart rate around 0.3 Hz, a signature of respiratory sinus

arrhythmia (RSA) linked to vagal tone or parasympathetic control

of the heart (Figure 7A, lower panel).53 Parasympathetic states

are typically associated with muscle relaxation, low vigilance,

and social openness.54

Across all sessions, average heart rate was lower in grooming

blocks than in airflow blocks (monkey A: airflow 98 ± 7 BPM,

grooming 92 ± 6 BPM, t test p < 0.0001, n = 10 sessions;

monkey S: airflow 114 ± 9 BPM, grooming 103 ± 8 BPM,

p < 0.001, n = 7 sessions; monkey C: airflow 137 ± 20 BPM,

grooming 124 ± 15 BPM, p < 0.001, n = 10 sessions). Exceptions

to this pattern pertained to a few initial sessions when monkeys

may not have been adjusted to the experimental situation (Fig-

ure 7B; monkey A: first two sessions, monkey C: first three ses-

sions; monkey S: did not show this pattern because he had been

previously acclimated to electrophysiological recordings). RSA,

indicative of parasympathetic control of the heart, was also typi-

cally higher during grooming (Figure 7C, all monkeys p < 0.05).
Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023 7
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Figure 6. Context-related modulation of baseline firing rates across

the population of amygdala neurons

See also Figure S3.

(A) Performance of the SVM classifier for 237 individual neurons, sorted by

decoding accuracy (black line). Gray shading corresponds to the 95% confi-

dence bounds of the null distribution (note that the null distribution was

generated individually for each cell).

(B) Performance of the SVM classifier for each of the neurons plotted as a

function of the difference in baseline firing rates (normalized as Z scores) be-

tween grooming and airflow blocks. The red dots (n = 52) represent cells that

showed significant SVM accuracy and fulfilled the effect size criteria for

context-related activity. Black dots (n = 75) indicate cells that had significant

SVM accuracy but did not pass the effect size criteria. Blue dots (n = 8) passed

the effect size criteria but were not identified as having significant prediction

accuracy based on the SVM. Gray dots (n = 102) showed no significant

context-related activity when assessed using the SVM or the effect size

criteria.

(C) The performance of the classifier on pseudo-populations of increasing

numbers of neurons. The solid black line indicates the mean accuracy over

8 Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023
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We considered whether absence of responses in the amyg-

dala to grooming might be linked to the associated change in

autonomic state during grooming. Although the autonomic

state was different between bouts of grooming and airflow,

moment-to-moment changes in the autonomic state were

poor predictors of whether the neurons in the amygdala re-

sponded to grooming sweeps. For example, a brief increase

in heart rate (Figure 7A, minute 43 in the second grooming

block) was not associated with reinstatement of responses to

individual grooming sweeps. Across all sessions in the three

monkeys for whom electrocardiogram (EKG) was recorded,

we identified episodes of high heart rate (see STAR Methods)

within the grooming blocks. A total of 31 such episodes were

identified (episode duration 20.6 ± 12.3 s, range 10–50 s). Of

the 37 amygdala neurons recorded during these episodes (all

of which responded to airflow), none responded to grooming

during these high heart rate periods.

DISCUSSION

Here we offer a perspective on sensory processing in the mon-

key amygdala brought about by experimental conditions that

approximate grooming among primates. As grooming is an

important affective and social stimulus for primates, and so-

cial-emotional stimuli elicit strong responses in the amyg-

dala,55–61 we predicted that grooming would powerfully activate

neurons in the amygdala. In addition to the social-emotional as-

pects of grooming, dynamic tactile sweeps across the skin were

expected to evoke stronger responses than airflow because

touch activates most non-nociceptive mechanoreceptive affer-

ents, whereas airflow primarily activates Pacinian corpuscles

and hair follicle afferents.62,63 Contrary to our prediction, and

despite autonomic signs of positive affect, neurons in the amyg-

dala did not respond to individual grooming sweeps. The same

neurons responded, however, to gentle airflow applied to the

same area of the skin indicating that these neurons received

tactile inputs from the face.

The mechanisms that account for the cessation of responses

to grooming are unknown. Given that the fixed alternations of

blocks and the sequencing of grooming stimuli were predictable,

the suppression of responses might be attributed to the absence

of a prediction error.64,65 However, explicit tests for prediction-

error encoding in the monkey amygdala showed that neurons

sensitive to prediction errors continue to signal the identity of

the associated stimulus.66,67 Furthermore, neurons in the amyg-

dala, as well as dopaminergic neurons, have been shown to

respond to fully predictable rewards.68,69 In our study, neurons

recorded in control experiments (that violated the animal’s ex-

pectations and increased prediction error) remained unrespon-

sive during grooming. Therefore, response modulation associ-

ated with prediction errors seems unlikely to account for the

blunted responses during grooming.
10,000 randomizations. Gray shading indicates the lower and upper bounds of

the 95% confidence interval. The intersection of the red line (corresponding to

95%decoding accuracy) with the lower bound of the shading interval indicates

the minimum number of neurons sufficient to accurately decode context at

95% (blue line, 134 neurons).
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Figure 7. Autonomic states associated with airflow and grooming

(A) Smoothed instantaneous heart rate ± SEM from an example session (top), and heart rate variability spectrogram showing more pronounced respiratory sinus

arrythmia (RSA, �0.3 Hz power) during grooming compared with airflow (bottom). Airflow and grooming blocks are indicated by blue and purple boxes,

respectively.

(B) Mean heart rate in airflow and grooming blocks by session for monkeys A, S, and C (left to right).

(C) RSA strength relative to the mean across blocks, by session.
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A potent neuromodulator, like oxytocin, may be responsible

for changing the neuronal responses between non-social and

social touch.70,71 Indeed, the activity of oxytocinergic neurons

increase during prosocial behaviors, including social touch.72,73

In the amygdala, oxytocin primarily increases the excitability of

inhibitory interneurons74,75 that could lead to suppression of

principal cell activity during prosocial situations such as groom-

ing, as observed in the present investigation.

The baseline activity of amygdala neurons may signal
context
Overall, grooming was associated with two important features in

the activity of the amygdala. Neurons did not respond to individ-

ual touch stimuli through phasic departures from their baseline

rate. Concurrently, in many neurons, baseline activity reflected,

through small but significant changes, the context in which the

stimuli occurred. Although context in the present experiments

likely had multiple components, the presence of the groomer

alone was sufficient to elicit changes in baseline activity, regard-

less of the type of tactile stimulation received. This implies that

baseline activity in the amygdala may be linked to the social

context.

Classic field studies in primatology have demonstrated that so-

cial context can affect themeaning of sensory stimuli.76 Indeed, in

different cognitive contexts, neurons in various brain areas

respond differentially to the same visual stimuli.77–79 Recently Jo-

vanovic and colleagues80 showed that the baseline firing rates of

prefrontal neurons in marmosets appear to signal social context.
Our observation of persistent changes in baseline activity linked

to social context is consistent with those findings. Furthermore,

it reinforces previously demonstrated associations between

long-lasting motivational states and modulation of baseline firing

rates.81,82 Anxiety, for example, is maintained over several sec-

onds through the elevated baseline firing rate of neurons in the

amygdala.83 Likewise, memory acquired through associative

learning can persist for minutes through changes in baseline firing

both in the amygdala and the anterior cingulate cortex.84 Similarly,

baseline activities of neurons in the basal ganglia and the cortex

retain information about the outcome from multiple preceding tri-

als to guide future behavioral choices.85 In the insula, baseline ac-

tivity tracks the satiety of animals.82 Furthermore, baseline activity

in multiple brain areas appears to encode the engagement of the

animal with external stimuli.86

The cellular mechanisms that give rise to these persistent

changes in baseline activity in the amygdala are unknown. Base-

line firing rates depend on the level of activity in the local network

within which neurons are embedded87 but also on inputs from

larger networks that govern global brain states.88,89 Projections

from the brainstem, hypothalamus, or from the nucleus basalis

of Meynert34 that release neuromodulators into the amyg-

dala90–92 may be candidates for cellular processes that govern

baseline activity.

Social touch is associated with positive affective state
By virtue of its role as the major hub in the brain where multiple

networks intersect,35 the amygdala has nuanced control over
Cell Reports 42, 112056, February 28, 2023 9
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vigilance,93 emotion,94 and social behavior.14,33,95 Although our

subjects were seated in a primate chair and were groomed by

humans, their physiological responses resembled that of ma-

caques groomed by conspecifics in natural settings. They

showed vagal tone, slowed heart rate, and muscular relaxa-

tion.19,23,24 In natural settings, the recipient of grooming typically

relinquishes attentive scanning of the environment to the

groomer.23 In contrast, during vigilant scanning of the environ-

ment, the amygdala seems to prepare the organism to detect

and respond to salient, behaviorally meaningful stimuli.93

The lack of vigilance and the presence of vagal tone might

partially account for the cessation of neuronal responses to in-

dividual tactile stimuli during grooming. Under these conditions,

naturalistic grooming touches might be processed by the

amygdala not as individual tactile stimuli but as a continuous

stimulus that elicits a prolonged internal state. Another possibil-

ity is that while grooming-related touches were suppressed,

unpredicted touches to other body regions might not be.

Such behaviorally dependent gating of cutaneous input has

been observed in cuneate nucleus, a site containing second-or-

der somatosensory neurons in the lemniscal pathway.96 In the

amygdala, suppression of tactile sensitivity may reflect a switch

from sensing individual stimuli to ‘‘feeling’’ an internal

state. Future studies on the mechanism of sensory suppression

or gating hold promise for explaining the phenomenon re-

ported here.

Limitations of the study
Although we partly controlled for potential effects of predictabil-

ity, additional experiments in which stimuli other than the type

used within a block are unexpectedly applied (e.g., a few airflow

stimuli are applied amid a grooming block) would provide insight

into the duration and nature of suppression of phasic responses.

Relatedly, new experiments are needed to explore the role of

oxytocin and other neuromodulators thatmay be at play in gating

neural responses to external stimuli.
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Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Subjects and surgical procedures
Four adult male rhesusmacaques, E, A, C, and S (weights 13.7, 13.6, 10.6, and 12.6 kg; ages 8, 12, 6, and 5 years respectively), were

prepared for neurophysiological recordings from the amygdala and somatosensory cortex. The stereotaxic coordinates of the right

somatosensory cortex and right amygdala in each animal were determined (left and right amygdala in monkey C) based on 3T struc-

tural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans (isotropic voxel size = 0.5 mm) (Figures S4 and S5). A square (26 3 26 mm inner di-

mensions) polyether ether ketone (PEEK) MRI compatible recording chamber was surgically attached to the skull and a craniotomy

was made within the chamber. The implant also included three titanium posts, used to attach a ring for head fixation to the implant.

Between recording sessions, the craniotomy was sealed with a silicone elastomer (Kwick-Sil, WPI) to prevent growth and scarring of

the dura.97 All procedures complied with NIH guidelines for the use of non-human primates in research and were approved by the

University of Arizona’s Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

METHOD DETAILS

Electrophysiological procedures
Single-unit spiking activity was recorded using linear electrode arrays (V-probes, Plexon Inc, Dallas, TX) with 16 (16 sessions) or 32

(32 sessions) equidistant contacts at 400 mm (16 contacts) or 200 mm (32 contacts) separation along a 260 mm diameter shaft. Data

were collected using Plexon OmniPlex data acquisition hardware and software (RRID:SCR_014803). Electrode arrays were acutely

lowered into the right somatosensory cortex and amygdala for each recording session using a Thomas Recording Motorized Elec-

trode Manipulator (Thomas Recording GmbH, Giessen, Germany). Impedance for each contact ranged from 0.2 to 1.2 MU. The

anatomical location of each electrode was calculated by aligning a scaled image of the chamber to a series of coronal MR images

and fiducial markers (co-axial columns of high contrast material). During recordings, slip-fitting grids with 1 mm distance between

cannula guide holes were placed in the chamber, allowing sampling of medio-lateral and anterior-posterior locations in the amygdala

and somatosensory cortex. A twenty-three-gauge cannula was inserted through the guide holes and advanced 4–6 mm below the

dura into the cortex. V-probes were then driven through the cannula and to the amygdala or somatosensory cortex at a rate of

70–100 mm/s, slowing to 5–30 mm/s after the tip of the V-probe crossed into the estimated location of the central nucleus of the amyg-

dala or primary somatosensory cortex. Data were recorded in 48 sessions: monkey E = 9 (amygdala and somatosensory cortex), A =

13 (amygdala and somatosensory cortex), C = 13 (left and right amygdala), S = 7 (2 probes in right amygdala) and 6 (2 probes in right

somatosensory cortex). See Figures S4 and S5 for specific recording locations. The analog signals from each channel on the V-probe

were digitized at the headstage (Plexon Inc, HST/16DGen2) before being sent through a Plexon pre-amplifier, filtering from 0.3–6 kHz
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and sampling continuously at 40 kHz. The raw data derived from these recordings are available upon request. Single units were

sorted offline (Plexon offline sorter version 3, RRID:SCR_000012) predominately using principal component analysis, and spike times

were rounded to the nearest millisecond.

Autonomic recordings
In three monkeys (A, C, and S), heart rate was recorded using self-adhesive H59P electrocardiogram (EKG) electrodes (Cardinal

Health, Waukegan, IL) attached to two shaved skin patches on the animal’s back and recorded at 1 kHz. R waves, corresponding

to ventricular contraction, were manually discriminated using the Plexon offline sorter.

Stimulus delivery
Monkeys were seated in a primate chair and placed in a recording booth featuring a custom-made airflow delivery apparatus (Crist

Instruments). The apparatus consists of a solenoid manifold and an airflow regulator connected to lock line hoses brought to the vi-

cinity of the face (Figure 1).31 The airflow system delivered gentle, non-aversive airflow stimuli via computer-controlled solenoid

valves through low pressure vinyl tubing that was fed through Loc-line hoses (Lockwood Products). The Loc-line nozzles were placed

�2 cm from themonkeys’ fur, aimed at ten locations on the face and head, avoiding the eyes, ears, and nose. Nozzles were placed to

the left and right, adjacent to the lowermuzzle, uppermuzzle, brow, lateral head, and posterior head. An additional nozzle was placed

behind the monkey to act as a sham control for alerting and auditory responses. The pressure detected 2 cm away from the nozzle

was about 10 Pa (roughly equivalent to the pressure delivered by a gentle breeze traveling at 3 m/s). Delivery of airflow stimuli was

controlled using custom-written code in Presentation Software (Neurobehavioral Systems). The airflow stimuli were delivered for 1s

(in most sessions, except for some early sessions when airflow lasted for 1.5s) followed by a 3 s inter-stimulus interval. Airflow stimuli

were pseudo-randomly delivered to each of the 11 locations (including sham) as shown in Figure 1. Juice reward was delivered at the

end of each set. Each set of 11 stimuli was repeated 10 times, for one airflow block.

For grooming blocks, the monkey’s trainer entered the recording booth, sat in front of the animal, and delivered gentle, grooming-

like sweeps to the monkey’s face. Grooming sweeps lasted 1–2 s, followed by a 2–4 s inter-stimulus interval. Typically, the monkey

received 10 grooming sweeps to the left upper muzzle, followed by 10 sweeps to the left brow. (In monkey C, right upper muzzle and

brow were included as we recorded from the amygdala in both hemispheres). The main reason for not applying the grooming stimuli

to all face regions was the difficulty (and excessive time) in removing and re-positioning the air nozzles around the monkey’s face to

give access to the experimenter’s hand for grooming. Each set of sweeps was repeated 5 times in one block. The timing and the

contact pressure of the grooming sweeps were recorded using a custom-built pressure-transducer placed on the pad of the index

finger inside a vinyl glove. The contact pressure of the grooming sweeps gradually increased and then decreased (see Figure 3A),

with a peak pressure between 0.5 and 2 kPa. The onset of the rise in contact pressure from the pressure transducer on the groomer’s

finger was used as time zero for the alignment of spiking activity to the grooming stimulus. The groomer attempted to mimic the

grooming gesture of monkeys in terms of sweep speed, duration, and consistent delivery of the grooming sweep to the same

skin location. As expected from manual application, there was some variability in pressure and sweep duration across trials. At

the end of the grooming block the monkey received food reward (e.g., 2–3 peanuts) and the trainer exited the recording booth.

In a typical experimental session, three airflow blocks were interspersed with two grooming blocks. Typically, the firs block was an

airflow block. The pattern was varied in about 1/3 of sessions (for example, the session might start with a grooming rather than an

airflowblock). The durations of airflow and grooming blockswere also varied in some sessions. In a subset of sessions, control blocks

were appended to the end of a standard set of blocks. To evaluate the effects of contact pressure on neural responses, we decreased

or increased the airflow pressure to half and double the standard pressure. Similarly, we decreased or increased the pressure of the

grooming sweeps to approximately half or double the usual pressure. Pressure controls were performed in three sessions of monkey

A. To control for visual inputs from the looming hand of the groomer, we blindfolded the monkey during a set of airflow-grooming-

airflow blocks (monkey E: 2 sessions, monkey S: 2 sessions, monkey A: 2 sessions). To control for the effect of differing reward con-

tingencies between airflow and grooming, the reward schedule was reversed: instead of receiving reward between each set of airflow

stimuli, the monkey received reward at the end of the entire block. Likewise, instead of receiving reward at the end of the grooming

block, the monkey received rewards between each set of 10 grooming sweeps (monkey C: 2 sessions). An additional control was

designed where airflow stimuli were delivered in the same pattern as standard grooming stimuli (10 stimuli to the left upper muzzle

followed by 10 stimuli to the left brow, repeated 5 times), and the grooming stimuli were delivered pseudo-randomly to 8 locations,

repeated 10 times (monkey A: 1 session, monkey C: 1 session, monkey S: 3 sessions).

All monkeyswere trained for several weeks prior to electrophysiological recordings to acclimate them to the airflow puffers, groom-

ing, and EKG electrodes.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Quantification of neural responses
We recorded 615 neurons from the amygdala (monkeys E: 58, A: 148, C: 234, S: 175) and 375 neurons from the somatosensory

cortex (monkeys E: 63, A: 161, S: 151). A neuron was included in the analysis if it met the following criteria.
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1) minimum firing rate: the average firing rate across the experiment was at least 1 Hz

2) criterion for responsivity to tactile stimuli: stable for at least 10 trials of each airflow and grooming stimulus locations.

Spike times and waveforms were imported into MATLAB for analysis using scripts from the Plexon-MATLAB Offline Software

Development Kit (Plexon). All analyses were conducted using custom scripts in MATLAB R2021b (Mathworks). Colors were tested

for color-blind friendliness using online algorithms at Coloring for Colorblindness (https://davidmathlogic.com/colorblind).

Grooming and airflow responses
Stimulus induced responses were identified by comparing pre-stimulus and post-stimulus firing rates. The pre-stimulus window was

defined as 1000 ms–250 ms before stimulus onset; the post-stimulus window was defined as 200 ms after stimulus onset to the end

of the stimulus. The average firing rate of each of these windows was compared using a paired t test. A neuron was classified as

having a stimulus induced response if, in at least one stimulus location, the stimulus-baseline comparison was significant at

p < 0.05 and the mean stimulus rate was at least 1 Hz different from the mean baseline rate.

To compare responses between grooming and airflow stimuli, we considered airflow responses only at locations that were also

grooming locations. Although we delivered airflow stimuli to 10 locations, and required at least 10 stimulations of each location,

we included in the analysis responses only to the airflow locations that were also groomed e.g., the left upper muzzle and left brow.

We compared responses during control and standard experimental conditions using only neurons that were active in both condi-

tions. Proportions of cells that responded were compared using the chi-squared test of proportions.

Baseline activity
The criterion for including neurons in baseline firing rate analysis was stable firing for 4 blocks, (two airflow and two grooming blocks

in alternations). Concatenated segments of baseline firing rates for two grooming and two airflow blocks were generated by removing

stimulus windows (with a 300-ms buffer before and after), inter-block intervals, and reward windows. The resulting baseline firing

rates were binned in 1 s bins and converted to Z-scores.

Context-related baseline effects
In the analysis of context-related modulation, we included 237 neurons from the amygdala that were stable for 2 airflow and 2 groom-

ing blocks (monkey A, n = 56; monkey C, n = 78; monkey S, n = 103). We included neurons with at least 60 baseline bins (1 s bins) in

each of the four blocks.

We calculated context-related effect sizes as Cohen’s d for independent samples (ds)
47:

ds =
jX1 � X2

��
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðn1 � 1ÞSD2

1 + ðn2 � 1ÞSD2
2

n1 + n2 � 2

q

where X1 and X2 are the mean baseline firing rates in the two sets of interest. For each cell, we computed three values of ds: 1)

comparing grooming to airflow to identify the size of context-related effects, 2) comparing the first groomingblock to the secondgroom-

ing block to identify the size of between-grooming-block variability, and 3) comparing the first airflow to the second airflow block to

identify the size of between-airflow-block variability. We classified cells as exhibiting context-related responses if the grooming-to-

airflow effect size was greater than the standard minimum threshold of 0.252 and the grooming-to-airflow effect size was at least

1.5 times greater than the largest effect size of either the grooming-to-grooming or airflow-to-airflow block comparisons (Figure S2).

Support vector machine classifier (SVM) and principal component analysis (PCA) to characterize context responses
To determine whether context could be decoded from the baseline firing rates of amygdala neurons, we trained a support vector

machine (linear classifier). We used a 10-fold cross-validation on balanced counts of airflow and grooming bins for each cell. For

each neuron we also generated a null distribution by randomly assigning bins to either grooming or airflow blocks, repeated

10,000 times, and compared the upper bound of the resulting 95% confidence interval to the performance when using correctly as-

signed bins (note that the 10-fold cross-validation can result in performance below 50%, however the null distribution was centered

on 50% for all neurons).

To identify the minimum population size required for accurate decoding of context, we determined the SVM performance using

sets of 1–237 neurons. Balanced counts of 60 bins per block were used for all cells. For each set size, we generated 10,000 sets

of randomly selected neurons from our recorded population of 237 (with replacement) and found the mean performance of the clas-

sifier and 95% confidence interval of the bootstrapped distribution. (We repeated the analysis without replacement and found no

qualitative difference in overall results.) We used the lower bound of the 95% confidence interval to determine the performance of

the classifier for that set size.

We applied principal component analysis (PCA) to visualize the separation of baseline activity in airflow and grooming bins (Fig-

ure S3). The separability of the resulting projections of the population activity onto the first component was assessed using k-means

clustering. The accuracy of the clustering was determined by comparing the result of the k-means clustering to the veridical bin

assignments to airflow or grooming.
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Heart rate and respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA)
Instantaneous heart rate was calculated as the inverse of the duration of each inter-beat interval (IBIs). Noise andmovement artifacts

were removed, as well as windows with biologically implausible IBIs (greater than 1500 ms and less than 250 ms, i.e., instantaneous

heart rates less than 40 beats per minute (BPM) or greater than 240 BPM). Instantaneous heart rates were interpolated to 1 ms time-

scales using amodified Akima cubic Hermite interpolation. Mean heart rates between conditions were compared using a paired t test

across sessions.

Heart rate variability was calculated from noise-free heartbeat times in sliding windows of 60 s with a 3 s step, using a multi-taper

power spectral density estimate with 7 Slepian tapers for ±0.07 Hz smoothing. For each spectrum, we identified peaks between 0.25

and 0.5 Hz, corresponding to respiratory rates between 15 and 30 breaths per minute. RSA strength in that time window was defined

as the mean power at the peak ± half-width. The RSA strength at each time was normalized to the median strength across all time

steps: RSAðtÞ = ðRSA strength ðtÞ � mÞ=m.

Episodes of high heart rate during grooming
We identified episodes of high heart rate durin grooming using the following approach. We first determined the mean (and SD) heart

rate during prolonged periods of stable heart rate (mean ± SD = 11.4 ± 7.0 min, range = 6–20 min) within the grooming blocks. All

grooming periods within a session were then scanned for epochs for which heart rate was >2 SD above the stable-period mean

and with a duration of at least 10 s. This process identified a total of 31 high heart rate episodes in the three monkeys for whom

EKG was recorded. Peri-stimulus time histograms of neural activity were generated for grooming sweeps during these epochs of

high heart rate.We then applied the same criteria as described above (‘‘grooming and airflow responses’’) to identify whether neurons

responded to grooming during these epochs.
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